My Last summer Holiday

Complete the text with the past tense of the verbs in brackets.

I ______(spend) my last summer holiday in a summer camp. The camp ____ (is) in the mountains and it was fantastic. Every morning I ______(wake) up and ______(enjoy) fresh air. After we ______(make) our beds, we ______(do) some morning exercises. Then we ______(eat) breakfast. Every day we ______(try) different activities: we ______(go) hiking and ______(play) different sports. But most of all I____(love) the swimming. While in the camp, I also ______(meet) many other students. Most of them ______(are) my age and very soon we ______(become) good friends. After we ______(return) home we ______(start) writing to each other. I ______(send) e-mails to all of my friends. All in all, my summer holiday was very exciting!

True or false:
- Adam spent his holiday at home. T F
- The camp was in the mountains. T F
- His friends made up his bed. T F
- Adam loved swimming. T F
- Adam hated the camp. T F

Write about your last summer holiday.

________

________

________

________

________

________

activities holiday exciting swimming

beds mountains fantastic writing

breakfast sports friends

camping summer hiking